
The logic of form is the logic of materialism. The question is: are 
the parameters of this logic set, or can the parameters be modi-
fied? Maybe that’s not the right question. Maybe the parameters 
are so expansive that it’s just a question of finding something 
that already exists - not modifying existing structures. Maybe 
modification is impossible?

Logic is a kind of fact. A kind of equation. A set of rules. It is a 
fact that if I drop this ball it will fall to the floor. But in reality it is 
not a fact - it is possible that it will not fall. Consistency creates 
expectations.

How do we escape the logic of our circumstance? How is change 
possible?

There is nothing new about making a painting. There is nothing 
new about having an idea. A painting locates itself within the 
history of painting and the history of ideas in reference to 
history and ideas. A link in a causal chain instead of a sui-generis 
event cut off from circumstance. This stance, of being inherently 
unoriginal in body and form, seems to me the most accurate way 
of portraying the human condition. And yet change is somehow 
inevitable.

No one mistakes technology for new ideas in painting.

This is because technology must always follow the idea in painting. 
The invention of new technology within painting comes out of 
need.

Often, in other art forms, technology will present the artist with 
a new set of ideas, and those ideas will determine the artists 
relationship to her materials. I am not interested in serving the 
evolution of technology. Technology encourages its own kind of 
intuition and organizes its own kind of thinking.

Painting is old. This is why the stakes are much higher within 
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painting. It has influenced and been influenced by many great 
minds. Many economies, governments, social strata - it has 
endured. It has devised strategies within its own materiality to 
survive the multitude of contexts it has inhabited - from fresco to 
canvas - it has constantly liberated itself.

In order to make paintings one must recognize that nothing is 
new. One must relinquish a sense of ownership, of invention, of 
originality. 

What do I mean when I say painting? I mean the making of an 
image. Not the taking of an image, the making of an image. 

It is too easy for new technology to excite people.

Progress involves a kind of controlled or structured movement 
into the future. A linear path. It is an implied future (and past) 
based on a set of parameters within a specific hierarchical val-
ue system. It is ultimately that value system projecting itself into 
our collective notions of time. It is something never realized other 
than through the imaginary rendering of past and future as two 
polarities. Any condition that implies some kind of progress is in-
herently ideological. 

It makes novelty predictable - and somehow the “outcome” of 
something. It sets up an equation for a series of causal relations. 
It takes credit for novelty - or it sets preconditions for how we 
define novelty.

That is the contradiction: any precondition for novelty undermines 
it as a concept. 

There are two forms of uniqueness. One involves following the 
logic of the status quo - faster, bigger etc. The other involves 
something less predictable. That is true creativity.
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